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THREE U-BOATS ATTACKED: ONE SUNK

Attempting to roach the open Atlantic through the Bay of Biscay on the

surface and in tight "V" formation, three large-sized German U-boats were

sighted by two Coastal Command aircraft, a Sunderland and a Halifax, shortly

after dawn recently. For three-quarters of an hour the U-boats turned and

twisted in evasive tactics with their guns blazing, and then, outmanoeuvred by

the aircraft, separated and started to submerge* One of them was destroyed and

six survivors were rescued a few hours later. There was insufficient evidence

to assess damage to a second U-boat attacked by the Halifax,

The Sunderland "N for Nuts", captained by a. former Imperial Airways pilot

from Ringway, Hampshire, was the first to sight the arrowhead formation of U-boats,

and a. few minutes later the second pilot of the Halifax, gazing into the sun

through polarized glasses, saw white streaks and then the hulls of three U-boats*

As the two aircraft appeared the three U-boats opened heavy fire from all

their deck guns, at the same time taking violent evasive action by circling

tightly at high speed. The Sunderland also started circling in a. clockwise

direction 800 yards ahead of the Halifax, both aircraft gently switchbacking to

throw out the enemy 's aim*

The Halifax;, captained by a. Londoner, then turned and flew in the opposite

direction to the Sunderland, splitting the enemy's fire and forcing them, to

abandon their evasive tactics*.

"He heard a brief interchange of German sentences over the radio",

Flying-Officer Clutterbuck, captain of the Halifax said, "and then the starboard

U-boat broke away from the formation and began to submerge. It was immediately

attacked by the Sunderland"*

"We circled the U-boats, cracking back at them with our guns", Flying-

Officer Hahbury, the Sunderland captain said* "After shout 45 minutes of sparring

one of the U-heats got a little distance from the other two and started to dive.

This gave us our chance and we attacked through his flak* I was so low when we

dropped our depth charges that I had to jink over- the conning-tower".

"One depth charge fell plumb on the conning—'tower and another three close

alongside the starboard how," said the rear-gunner Flight-Sergeant Lacy* "There

was a terrific explosion and the conning—tower seemed to be blown off completely.

Then the how seemed to crack away from the hull. When the plumes of^ water subsided

I could see the how sticking up vertically before turning over and sinking. The

rest of the hull rolled over and disappeared#"
The Sunderland circled and came back over the spot* "There were pieces

of wreckage on the surface", said Hahbury. "We saw about two dozen men _in the water

and as we flew over we dropped our dinghy and saw
several of then swimming through

the oil towards it. He learned later that the U-boat's captain, three officers and

three ratings reached it. They were picked up and brought back to England" «

As soon an the starboard U-boat had started to submerge, the remaining, two

turned to port * The outside one started to dive while the inner one, -which appeared

to be the leader of the formation, stayed on the surface apparently in an attempt

to give flak protection to its sister-ship.

"We waited until the leader seemed to be getting ready to
>

dive
,

said the
Halifax captain. "The time had come for us to go in and give him the works we

dropped our depth charges, two of them exploding right ever him and the plume of
water from them was considerably. larger than those from the other
which straddled it.- The u-boat disappeared and a few seconds later black bubbles
burst on the surface and oil spread over the sea"

This, however, was considered insufficient evidence upon which to

damage or possible destruction*
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